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Tools for Tools for examing examing MarsMars’’s climate(s):s climate(s):
observationsobservations

Current climate observationsCurrent climate observations

Geomorphological Geomorphological observations and observations and 
interpretationsinterpretations

Solid rock geochemistry observations and Solid rock geochemistry observations and 
inferences about past weatheringinferences about past weathering

Isotope ratios and noble gases Isotope ratios and noble gases -- implications for implications for 
atmospheric lossatmospheric loss



Tools for Tools for examing examing MarsMars’’s climate(s):s climate(s):
modelsmodels

Geochemical evolutionary models of the Geochemical evolutionary models of the 
atmosphereatmosphere

RadiativeRadiative--convective modelsconvective models

General circulation/climate models (General circulation/climate models (GCMsGCMs))



Geochemical Evolutionary ModelsGeochemical Evolutionary Models
““BoxBox”” models that take rates of chemical creation/loss models that take rates of chemical creation/loss 

from theory or observation and use them to predict the from theory or observation and use them to predict the 
time evolution of a set of chemical species: for time evolution of a set of chemical species: for 
example, the trend in COexample, the trend in CO22 pressurepressure

Processes considered for Mars:Processes considered for Mars:
Loss of COLoss of CO22 to carbonate formationto carbonate formation
Loss of COLoss of CO22 through photochemical dissociation and loss from through photochemical dissociation and loss from 
the top of the atmospherethe top of the atmosphere
Gain/loss of COGain/loss of CO22 from/to adsorption within the from/to adsorption within the regolithregolith
Gain/loss of COGain/loss of CO22 from/to icefrom/to ice
Gain of COGain of CO22 from volcanism / from volcanism / outgassingoutgassing
Gain of COGain of CO22 from from impactorsimpactors



Radiative Radiative Convective Climate ModelingConvective Climate Modeling
Consider Consider radiative radiative heating of the surface and heating of the surface and 

atmosphere and parameterized convection: used to atmosphere and parameterized convection: used to 
determine global mean surface temperatures as a determine global mean surface temperatures as a 
function of atmospheric composition and forcingfunction of atmospheric composition and forcing

Typically used to investigate the atmospheric Typically used to investigate the atmospheric 
composition and surface pressure needed to yield a composition and surface pressure needed to yield a 
““warm wetwarm wet”” early climateearly climate

Applicable to processes operating on long timescales Applicable to processes operating on long timescales --
assumes that horizontal variations are of negligible assumes that horizontal variations are of negligible 
fundamental importancefundamental importance



Mars general circulation modelsMars general circulation models
Useful for:Useful for:

understanding observations of variables for which we understanding observations of variables for which we 
havehave data (e.g. temperature)data (e.g. temperature)

looking at the circulation as a whole, including looking at the circulation as a whole, including 
variables variables notnot measured directly (e.g. winds aloft)measured directly (e.g. winds aloft)

investigating the mechanisms behind processes such investigating the mechanisms behind processes such 
as dust storm initiation and water ice buildas dust storm initiation and water ice build--upup

exploring possible exploring possible pastpast climates (e.g. those which climates (e.g. those which 
might have existed under different orbital conditions)might have existed under different orbital conditions)



Mars general circulation modelsMars general circulation models
Typically include:Typically include:

dynamical core  (solves momentum equations)dynamical core  (solves momentum equations)

parameterized subparameterized sub--grid scale physics, including:grid scale physics, including:

radiative radiative transfer in a dusty COtransfer in a dusty CO22 atmosphereatmosphere
10 layer soil scheme10 layer soil scheme
COCO22 condensation/sublimation flowcondensation/sublimation flow
boundary layer turbulenceboundary layer turbulence
dust and water transport schemesdust and water transport schemes

observed surface properties (e.g. MOLA topography)observed surface properties (e.g. MOLA topography)
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COCO22 atmosphere with surface temperatures ~150atmosphere with surface temperatures ~150--
300K      300K      

=>  ~1/3 of atmosphere condenses onto polar caps in =>  ~1/3 of atmosphere condenses onto polar caps in 
fall / winter, sublimes off again in spring / summerfall / winter, sublimes off again in spring / summer

The Martian atmosphereThe Martian atmosphere



Eccentric orbit => far more solar heating near Eccentric orbit => far more solar heating near 
perihelion (during northern winter)perihelion (during northern winter)

Thin atmosphere (~1% EarthThin atmosphere (~1% Earth’’s) and fasts) and fast radiative radiative 
timescalestimescales

Dust has a huge impact on atmospheric absorption of Dust has a huge impact on atmospheric absorption of 
solar radiationsolar radiation

‘‘Dust storm seasonDust storm season’’ lasts from southern spring lasts from southern spring 
through summerthrough summer

The Martian atmosphere (continued)The Martian atmosphere (continued)



Why are we interested in dust and water Why are we interested in dust and water 
transport when looking at climate?transport when looking at climate?

Dust has a big effect on heating rates in the Martian Dust has a big effect on heating rates in the Martian 
atmosphere (see previous talk) and is very important atmosphere (see previous talk) and is very important 
to present day climate variabilityto present day climate variability

The surface of Mars contains a record of dust and The surface of Mars contains a record of dust and 
water deposition in the past (see later!)water deposition in the past (see later!)

We need to understand the present dust and water We need to understand the present dust and water 
cycles, including depositioncycles, including deposition

Then we can try to use the surface record to infer what Then we can try to use the surface record to infer what 
the past dust and water cycles the past dust and water cycles -- and the past climates and the past climates 
-- were likewere like
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Interannual Interannual variability & dust stormsvariability & dust storms
Martian climate is very repeatable in northern Martian climate is very repeatable in northern 
spring/summer, but variable in northern spring/summer, but variable in northern 
fall/winterfall/winter

This is strongly linked to variability in dust load This is strongly linked to variability in dust load 
during the soduring the so--called called ‘‘dust storm seasondust storm season’’

On average ~1 global storm is observed every 3 On average ~1 global storm is observed every 3 
yearsyears

A range of global and regional storm types is A range of global and regional storm types is 
observedobserved



Dust opacities for 2001 global storm from MGS TES websiteDust opacities for 2001 global storm from MGS TES website



~25~25km atmospheric temperatures for 2001 global storm from MGS TES wkm atmospheric temperatures for 2001 global storm from MGS TES websiteebsite



Demonstrates Demonstrates repeatabilityrepeatability in Martian atmospheric temperatures in Martian atmospheric temperatures (at ~25 (at ~25 
km) inkm) in northern spring andnorthern spring and summer, and the variability in fall and wintersummer, and the variability in fall and winter
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Areocentric longitude Ls Areocentric longitude Ls

Also demonstrates the link between increased dust opacity in yeaAlso demonstrates the link between increased dust opacity in years with rs with 
large storms in the storm season, and raised atmospheric temperalarge storms in the storm season, and raised atmospheric temperaturestures

‘Storm season’

‘Storm season’

From Liu et al. JGR 2003From Liu et al. JGR 2003



Atmospheric temperatures observed in different years on Mars Atmospheric temperatures observed in different years on Mars 

Dust opacity observed in different years on Mars Dust opacity observed in different years on Mars 

IRIS

TES 
yr 2

Viking yr 2

Viking 
yr 1

TES 
yr 1

TES 
yr 3

IRIS

Viking 
yr 1

Viking yr 2

TES 
yr 1

TES 
yr 2

TES 
yr 3

From Liu et al. JGR 2003From Liu et al. JGR 2003



The effect of The effect of more dust on the circulationmore dust on the circulation……

Increased dust levels => increased absorption of incoming solar Increased dust levels => increased absorption of incoming solar radiation  radiation  
by atmosphereby atmosphere
Solsticial Solsticial Hadley cell strengthens and (particularly at higher levels) broaHadley cell strengthens and (particularly at higher levels) broadens dens 
Strong circulation => increased Strong circulation => increased downwelling downwelling over the winter pole => over the winter pole => 
stronger polar warmingstronger polar warming

Southern summer: low dust levels Southern summer: higher dust levels   

TT

uu uu

TT



......and on surface windsand on surface winds in southernin southern summersummer

As dust loading increases, so does  the strength of flows As dust loading increases, so does  the strength of flows 
linked to the main linked to the main meridional meridional circulationcirculation

Low dust loading High dust loading



Modeling the dust cycleModeling the dust cycle
Need to represent dust lifting, mixing, advection and Need to represent dust lifting, mixing, advection and 
sedimentation/depositionsedimentation/deposition

Currently parameterize lifting due to nearCurrently parameterize lifting due to near--surface wind surface wind 
stress and stress and ‘‘dust devilsdust devils’’ (see previous talk for details)(see previous talk for details)

Realistic dust storms require feedbacks between Realistic dust storms require feedbacks between 
atmospheric dust, the atmospheric state and further atmospheric dust, the atmospheric state and further 
lifting to be enabled lifting to be enabled –– we call this we call this ““radiatively radiatively active active 
dust transportdust transport””



A A briefbrief description of lifting parameterizationsdescription of lifting parameterizations
Wind stress lifting:Wind stress lifting:

1.    Calculate near1.    Calculate near--surface wind stress  surface wind stress  ζζ
2.2.** Lift dust if     Lift dust if     ζζ > > ζζtt,         ,         wherewhere ζζtt = = thresholdthreshold wind stress wind stress 
3.3.**** Lifted dust flux varies roughly as Lifted dust flux varies roughly as ~ ~ ζζ3/23/2

**Threshold may be constant or vary with e.g. atmospheric densityThreshold may be constant or vary with e.g. atmospheric density
****Lifted dust flux is generally set Lifted dust flux is generally set ∝∝ saltation flux (horizontal flux of more easily lifted sandsaltation flux (horizontal flux of more easily lifted sand--
sized particles which sized particles which ‘‘kick upkick up’’ smaller dust particles)smaller dust particles)

Dust devil lifting:Dust devil lifting:

1.1. Dust devils can be modeled as convective heat enginesDust devils can be modeled as convective heat engines
2.2. Can then calculate (A) energy available to drive engineCan then calculate (A) energy available to drive engine** and (B) and (B) 

efficiency of engineefficiency of engine****

3.   Lifted dust flux varies as ~ A x B3.   Lifted dust flux varies as ~ A x B
**((A)A) is the sensible heat flux, which depends greatly on (is the sensible heat flux, which depends greatly on (TTsurfacesurface -- TTnearnear--surface atmospheresurface atmosphere))

=> no lifting if => no lifting if TTnearnear--surface atmospheresurface atmosphere > T> Tsurfacesurface
****(B) increases with convective boundary layer height(B) increases with convective boundary layer height



Comparison between predictedComparison between predicted wind stress lifting wind stress lifting 
(contours) & initial storm clouds observed(contours) & initial storm clouds observed by MOC (*)by MOC (*)

From Newman et al., submitted to IcarusFrom Newman et al., submitted to Icarus



Meridional 
circulation 
strengthens 
(see last 
talk)

T increases 
inside dust 
cloud

Feedbacks, dust lifting and dust stormsFeedbacks, dust lifting and dust storms
Dust devils: Dust devils: --ve feedbacksve feedbacks

SurfaceSurface

Dust lifted
Ta

Tg> Ta Tg< Ta

Ta increases

Wind stress lifting: +ve feedbacksWind stress lifting: +ve feedbacks
1 1 -- local scalelocal scale

SurfaceSurface

Strong
winds

Dust devil lifting ceases

=> strong T 
gradients at 
cloud edge 
=> stronger 
winds at edge

More wind stress lifting

Wind stress lifting: +ve feedbacks 2 Wind stress lifting: +ve feedbacks 2 -- global scaleglobal scale

S poleS pole N poleN pole S poleS pole N poleN pole

Fairly strong associated 
winds and dust lifting

Very   strong associated
winds   and much more

dust     lifting



Global scale feedbacks on dust liftingGlobal scale feedbacks on dust lifting
Wind stress lifting Dust devil lifting

Least 
back-
ground 
dust

Most 
back-
ground 
dust

From Newman et al. JGR 2002From Newman et al. JGR 2002



Onset, growth & decay of big dust Onset, growth & decay of big dust 
stormsstorms

Strong positive feedbacks on wind stress lifting help explain raStrong positive feedbacks on wind stress lifting help explain rapid onset pid onset 
and growth, but create problems with storm decayand growth, but create problems with storm decay

For big storms, models donFor big storms, models don’’t predict decay until end of southern summer t predict decay until end of southern summer 
(when solar forcing declines) (when solar forcing declines) -- this is not consistent with observationsthis is not consistent with observations

Possibilities are:Possibilities are:
-- models overmodels over--predict strength of positive feedbacks predict strength of positive feedbacks 

or:or:
-- global storms on Mars end when surface dust is depleted inglobal storms on Mars end when surface dust is depleted in
source regions, stopping further liftingsource regions, stopping further lifting

or:or:
-- dust particles are removed (dust particles are removed (‘‘scavengedscavenged’’) during ice formation) during ice formation
to act as condensation nuclei, thus are removedto act as condensation nuclei, thus are removed



Interannual Interannual variability & dust storms variability & dust storms 
Interannual Interannual variability may be due to:variability may be due to:

1.1. Intrinsic atmospheric variability, causing slight Intrinsic atmospheric variability, causing slight 
changes in peak wind stresses which are reinforced changes in peak wind stresses which are reinforced 
by feedbacks if lifting occursby feedbacks if lifting occurs

2.2. YearYear--toto--year changes in surface phenomena linked year changes in surface phenomena linked 
to atmospheric variability (e.g. position of seasonal to atmospheric variability (e.g. position of seasonal 
polar cap edge)polar cap edge)

3.3. YearYear--toto--year differences linked to past dust activity, year differences linked to past dust activity, 
e.g., atmospheric dust opacity or surface dust e.g., atmospheric dust opacity or surface dust 
availabilityavailability



Our current understanding of the Our current understanding of the main requirements main requirements 
for the observedfor the observed interannual interannual variabilityvariability in dustiness in dustiness 

and climate, based on model resultsand climate, based on model results
The most realistic annual dust cycles, storms and The most realistic annual dust cycles, storms and 
interannual interannual variability are produced in Mars variability are produced in Mars GCMs GCMs for for 
which:which:

wind stress lifting is the dominant mechanism for storm productiwind stress lifting is the dominant mechanism for storm productionon

high wind stress lifting thresholds are usedhigh wind stress lifting thresholds are used

dust devils provide the background dust loadingdust devils provide the background dust loading

Allowing surface dust source to be depleted increases 
interannual variability and improves storm realism

Interactions between dust and water cycles may also be key to 
getting realistic dust storms and variability



Atmospheric temperatures (indicating dust loading) from Atmospheric temperatures (indicating dust loading) from 
radiatively active dust simulationsradiatively active dust simulations -- the stages involved in the stages involved in 
producing producing realistic dust cyclesrealistic dust cycles withwith interannual interannual variabilityvariability

Observed 
temperatures

Fitting background 
temperatures via dust devil 
injection rates

7 years of the best simulation - note 
the interannual variability

Producing realistic storms by 
changing wind stress injection ‘rate’

Basu et al., submitted to JGRBasu et al., submitted to JGR



Dust parameter regime diagram: varying threshold and Dust parameter regime diagram: varying threshold and 
efficiency for wind stress liftingefficiency for wind stress lifting

Global dust 
storms with
interannual 
variability
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Constant of proportionality for amount of wind stress lifting
Basu et al., submitted to JGRBasu et al., submitted to JGR



Dust opacities Dust opacities 
for a for a 
simulated simulated 
storm storm 
beginning in beginning in 
the the Chryse Chryse 
region  and region  and 
moving south moving south 
across the across the 
equatorequator

Dust Dust 
opacities opacities 
for a for a 
similar similar 
storm storm 
observed observed 
by TESby TES

From Smith et al. JGR 2001From Smith et al. JGR 2001



Our current understanding of the Our current understanding of the main requirements main requirements 
for the observedfor the observed interannual interannual variabilityvariability in dustiness in dustiness 

and climate, based on model resultsand climate, based on model results
The most realistic annual dust cycles, storms and 
interannual variability are produced in Mars GCMs for 
which:

wind stress lifting is the dominant mechanism for storm production

high wind stress lifting thresholds are used

dust devils provide the background dust loading

Allowing surface dust source to be depleted increases Allowing surface dust source to be depleted increases 
interannual interannual variability and improves storm realismvariability and improves storm realism

Interactions between dust and water cycles may also be key to 
getting realistic dust storms and variability



Why does Why does interannual interannual variability increase if variability increase if 
surface dust can be completely depleted?surface dust can be completely depleted?

Possibility of source regions which are dustPossibility of source regions which are dust--free in some years free in some years 
but dusty in others, with replenishment in betweenbut dusty in others, with replenishment in between

This changes the surface boundary condition for the system This changes the surface boundary condition for the system --
e.g. a dust storm may no longer be able to develop as it did lase.g. a dust storm may no longer be able to develop as it did last t 
year if the surface this year is dust freeyear if the surface this year is dust free

However, regions with the strongest wind stresses (hence liftingHowever, regions with the strongest wind stresses (hence lifting
rates) often have low rerates) often have low re--deposition ratesdeposition rates

=> many primary (and secondary) source regions are removed => many primary (and secondary) source regions are removed 
permanently, with main dust sources now regions which are permanently, with main dust sources now regions which are 
replenished (butreplenished (but probably have lower lifting rates)probably have lower lifting rates)



8 8 years of a simulation with surface dust allowed to years of a simulation with surface dust allowed to 
deplete completely if insufficient redeplete completely if insufficient re--deposition occursdeposition occurs

Primary lifting sites by year 5 were not (in general) primary liPrimary lifting sites by year 5 were not (in general) primary lifting sites initially fting sites initially 
(before many such regions were depleted)(before many such regions were depleted)

Shown are years 5Shown are years 5--
13 of a simulation 13 of a simulation 
begun with uniform begun with uniform 
surface dustsurface dust



The typical The typical changechange in the surface dust distribution after a year of lifting in the surface dust distribution after a year of lifting 
(nb (nb -- this simulation does not this simulation does not yetyet have any areas have any areas completelycompletely free of dust)free of dust)

Units are annual mean increase / decrease in dust thicknesses inUnits are annual mean increase / decrease in dust thicknesses in cmcm
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at
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Longitude (in degrees east)

NetNet loss loss 
from from 
slopes of slopes of 
HellasHellasNetNet loss loss 

from much from much 
of southern of southern 
midlatitude midlatitude 
bandband

Regions which may have more dust lifting than deposition (=> netRegions which may have more dust lifting than deposition (=> net loss)loss)

Net loss in Net loss in 
western western 
boundary boundary 
current current 
regionsregions



Our current understanding of the main requirements Our current understanding of the main requirements 
for the observedfor the observed interannual interannual variability in dustiness variability in dustiness 

and climate, based on model resultsand climate, based on model results
The most realistic annual dust cycles, storms and 
interannual variability are produced in Mars GCMs for 
which:

wind stress lifting is the dominant mechanism for storm production

high wind stress lifting thresholds are used

dust devils provide the background dust loading

Allowing surface dust source to be depleted increases 
interannual variability and improves storm realism

Interactions between dust and water cycles may also be Interactions between dust and water cycles may also be 
key to getting realistic dust storms and variabilitykey to getting realistic dust storms and variability



Northern polar cap 
and air column: 
total vapor, surface 
ice and cloud ice

75N - 90N

All other 
system 
water

85S - 90S

Southern 
residual CO2
cap: surface 
water ice only

The impact of climate variability on the The impact of climate variability on the 
present day water cyclepresent day water cycle

The permanent north polar cap is mostly HThe permanent north polar cap is mostly H22O ice, and it is the balance between O ice, and it is the balance between 
the amount of water held in this reservoir and in the atmospherethe amount of water held in this reservoir and in the atmosphere which largely which largely 
controls the observed water cyclecontrols the observed water cycle

The permanent south polar cap is mostly COThe permanent south polar cap is mostly CO22 ice, which acts as a cold trap for ice, which acts as a cold trap for 
water vapor reaching south polar regionswater vapor reaching south polar regions

Exchange of water between the atmosphere andExchange of water between the atmosphere and regolith regolith is not as important as is not as important as 
once thought in producing the observed water cycle, once thought in producing the observed water cycle, which mainly consistswhich mainly consists of of 
net transport (by the atmospheric circulation) of vapor releasednet transport (by the atmospheric circulation) of vapor released by the north by the north 
polar cap in summer into the southern hemispherepolar cap in summer into the southern hemisphere



Condensation

Snowfall

Direct 
deposition

Surface ice

Atmospheric 
transport

Basic water processes:Basic water processes:
CondensationCondensation
Precipitation (as snow)Precipitation (as snow)
Direct deposition on surface (as ice)Direct deposition on surface (as ice)
Transport (by advection & mixing) within the atmosphereTransport (by advection & mixing) within the atmosphere

The subsurface



Surface ice over 3535 years
Water vapor over 55 years

Cloud ice over 55 years

Daily mean temperature
(11 year)

Some water 
vapor is also 
released from 
the south 
polar cap 
during its 
(warmer) 
summer

Water vapor  
released from 
the north 
polar cap in 
summer is 
transported 
across the 
equator

((Mars Mars 
GCM GCM 
results)results)

From Mischna et al. JGR 2003From Mischna et al. JGR 2003



The impact of climate variability on the The impact of climate variability on the 
present day water cyclepresent day water cycle

Note the lower vapor abundance in southern 
summer during and after a global dust storm

((MGS TES MGS TES 
observations)observations)

From Smith et al. JGRFrom Smith et al. JGR



The impact of climate variability on the The impact of climate variability on the 
present day water cyclepresent day water cycle

Water ice opacities for 8 different years

Note increased ice abundance during a global dust 
storm - dust particles provide extra condensation nuclei

((Mariner 9 IRIS, Viking Mariner 9 IRIS, Viking 
IRTM and MGS TES IRTM and MGS TES 
observations)observations)

From Liu et al. JGR 2003From Liu et al. JGR 2003



Possible decadal variability in Possible decadal variability in 
southern residual cap extentsouthern residual cap extent

““Swiss cheeseSwiss cheese”” terrain terrain 
are areas of erosion on are areas of erosion on 
the southern residual the southern residual 
COCO22 ice cap.  Rates of ice cap.  Rates of 
growth suggest the growth suggest the 
cap may be gone in a cap may be gone in a 
few decades few decades -- does the does the 
southern cap undergo southern cap undergo 
decade to century decade to century 
scale variability?scale variability?

MOC imageMOC image



Present climate variability: conclusions IPresent climate variability: conclusions I
Variability in southern spring/summer atmospheric Variability in southern spring/summer atmospheric 
dustiness is key to the observed climate variabilitydustiness is key to the observed climate variability

The large dust storms observed on Mars are probably The large dust storms observed on Mars are probably 
produced by sharp increases in wind stress liftingproduced by sharp increases in wind stress lifting

The observed The observed interannual interannual variability in these storms is variability in these storms is 
probably due to how intrinsic atmospheric variability probably due to how intrinsic atmospheric variability 
affects a nearaffects a near--threshold system with strong feedbacksthreshold system with strong feedbacks

Surface dust depletion &/or interaction with the water Surface dust depletion &/or interaction with the water 
cycle probably affects storm evolution and variabilitycycle probably affects storm evolution and variability



Present climate variability: conclusions Present climate variability: conclusions 
IIII

The water cycle on Mars is largely controlled by The water cycle on Mars is largely controlled by 
transfer of water from the N polar cap during summertransfer of water from the N polar cap during summer

Atmospheric dust variability affects the HAtmospheric dust variability affects the H22O cycle viaO cycle via
changes in atmospheric temperatureschanges in atmospheric temperatures
the strength of the crossthe strength of the cross--equatorial circulation at solsticeequatorial circulation at solstice
the availability of dust particles as ice nucleithe availability of dust particles as ice nuclei

The south polar residual (COThe south polar residual (CO22) cap ) cap maymay disappear disappear 
completely in some years, producing variability on completely in some years, producing variability on 
~decadal timescales, and affecting both water release ~decadal timescales, and affecting both water release 
in southern summer and possibly surface features in southern summer and possibly surface features 
near the south polenear the south pole
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The changing orbit of MarsThe changing orbit of Mars
Gravitational forces between all bodies in the solar system Gravitational forces between all bodies in the solar system 
affect the orbits of the planetsaffect the orbits of the planets

Milankovitch Milankovitch related these changes to the Earthrelated these changes to the Earth’’s ice agess ice ages

The EarthThe Earth’’s orbital parameters vary relatively little, and its s orbital parameters vary relatively little, and its 
obliquity is stabilized by the moonobliquity is stabilized by the moon

The changes are far greater for Mars, however:The changes are far greater for Mars, however:

over the past ~10over the past ~10 Myrs Myrs MarsMars’’s obliquity varied between 15s obliquity varied between 15°° and 45and 45°°
degrees (currently ~25degrees (currently ~25°°, similar to Earth), similar to Earth)

before this it may have been as high as 80before this it may have been as high as 80°° and as low as 0and as low as 0°°

but beyond ~10Myrs uncertainties in Marsbut beyond ~10Myrs uncertainties in Mars’’s current orbit mean we s current orbit mean we 
cannot make cannot make ‘‘predictionspredictions’’ ((““chaotic obliquitychaotic obliquity””))



MarsMars’’s obliquity, eccentricity and areocentric s obliquity, eccentricity and areocentric 
longitude of perihelion over the past 10Myrslongitude of perihelion over the past 10Myrs

Data from Laskar et al., Nature 2002



At lower obliquity a given pole is less tilted At lower obliquity a given pole is less tilted 
towards the sun in summer, and less tilted away towards the sun in summer, and less tilted away 
from the sun in winterfrom the sun in winter

=> the temperature range at the poles over a year => the temperature range at the poles over a year 
decreasesdecreases

The poles are also colder averaged through the The poles are also colder averaged through the 
year year 

=> CO=> CO22 ice builds up and atmospheric pressure ice builds up and atmospheric pressure 
dropsdrops

Obliquity changes and the COObliquity changes and the CO22 cycle: cycle: lowlow obliquityobliquity



Zonal mean surface        Zonal mean surface        Surface pressure trends Surface pressure trends 
temperatures & ice         temperatures & ice         at 5at 5°° and 15and 15°° obliquitiesobliquities

Newman et al., submitted to IcarusNewman et al., submitted to Icarus



Obliquity change & the COObliquity change & the CO22 cycle: cycle: highhigh obliquityobliquity
At higher obliquity, poles are warmer averaged through At higher obliquity, poles are warmer averaged through 
yearyear

=> above some obliquity, no residual CO=> above some obliquity, no residual CO22 remains at either remains at either 
pole, but the winter caps become very largepole, but the winter caps become very large

Annual pressure wave amplitudes increase as COAnnual pressure wave amplitudes increase as CO22
sublimes off sublimes off initiallyinitially larger spring cap to condense on the larger spring cap to condense on the 
winter polewinter pole



Obliquity change & the COObliquity change & the CO22 cycle: cycle: highhigh obliquity obliquity 
(continued)(continued)

At high obliquity, high latitude At high obliquity, high latitude regolith regolith becomes warmer becomes warmer 
averaged over a yearaveraged over a year

=> release of CO=> release of CO22 previously adsorbed in previously adsorbed in regolithregolith

However, it is unlikely that mean surface pressures will However, it is unlikely that mean surface pressures will 
increase much at high obliquity, because:increase much at high obliquity, because:

annual mean temperatures are now lower in the tropics, annual mean temperatures are now lower in the tropics, 
hence COhence CO22 released will gradually become locked up released will gradually become locked up 
herehere

despite warmer temperatures, increased surface despite warmer temperatures, increased surface 
pressure will tend to suppress further pressure will tend to suppress further desorption desorption of COof CO22This becomes important because of the thicker atmosphere This becomes important because of the thicker atmosphere 

needed for liquid water to be stable at the surface (see later!)needed for liquid water to be stable at the surface (see later!)



Obliquity change & the atmospheric Obliquity change & the atmospheric 
circulationcirculation

At At low obliquitieslow obliquities, peak forcing at solstice is at lower , peak forcing at solstice is at lower 
latitudes and atmosphere is thinner (less heating, lower TI)latitudes and atmosphere is thinner (less heating, lower TI)

=> a weaker, narrower=> a weaker, narrower meridional meridional circulation at solsticecirculation at solstice

=> slower related surface winds at solstice=> slower related surface winds at solstice

At At high obliquitieshigh obliquities, peak forcing at solstice is at higher , peak forcing at solstice is at higher 
latitudeslatitudes

=> stronger, broader cross=> stronger, broader cross--equatorial circulations at equatorial circulations at 
solsticesolstice

=> higher surface wind speeds at solstice=> higher surface wind speeds at solstice

Little change to equinoctial circulations for varying Little change to equinoctial circulations for varying 
obliquityobliquity



Obliquity 15 degrees             Obliquity 25 degrees           Obliquity 45 degrees
NB all simulations used same prescribed, moderate dust NB all simulations used same prescribed, moderate dust 
loadload

uu

TT



Surface winds in northern winter for low and high obliquitiesSurface winds in northern winter for low and high obliquities

Obliquity Obliquity 
1515°°

Obliquity 45Obliquity 45°°



Why are we interested in dust and water Why are we interested in dust and water 
transport when looking at climate?transport when looking at climate?

Dust has a big effect on heating rates in the Martian Dust has a big effect on heating rates in the Martian 
atmosphere (see previous talk) and is very important atmosphere (see previous talk) and is very important 
to present day climate variabilityto present day climate variability

The surface of Mars contains a record of dust and The surface of Mars contains a record of dust and 
water deposition in the past (see later!)water deposition in the past (see later!)

We need to understand the present dust and water We need to understand the present dust and water 
cycles, including depositioncycles, including deposition

Then we can try to use the surface record to infer what Then we can try to use the surface record to infer what 
the past dust and water cycles the past dust and water cycles -- and the past climates and the past climates 
-- were likewere like



Obliquity changeObliquity change & & dust lifting by wind stressdust lifting by wind stress
At At lowlow obliquityobliquity, lower atmospheric pressures (for ~20 , lower atmospheric pressures (for ~20 
degrees and lower) => stress reduced for same wind speeddegrees and lower) => stress reduced for same wind speed

Surface winds are in general also weaker at solstice Surface winds are in general also weaker at solstice 

Both => less dust lifting due to wind stressBoth => less dust lifting due to wind stress

At At high obliquityhigh obliquity, surface winds generally stronger at , surface winds generally stronger at 
solsticesolstice

=> more dust lifting due to wind stress=> more dust lifting due to wind stress

Lifting patterns change most near Hadley cell edge (tends Lifting patterns change most near Hadley cell edge (tends 
to broaden at surface as well as aloft above a certain to broaden at surface as well as aloft above a certain 
obliquity) obliquity) 

Also affected by change in position of polar cap edge Also affected by change in position of polar cap edge 
(affects off(affects off--cap flows, cap flows, baroclinic baroclinic eddies, etc.)eddies, etc.)



Wind stress lifting averaged over 8 latitude bands for 1 Wind stress lifting averaged over 8 latitude bands for 1 
yearyear
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Areocentric longitude through the year Areocentric longitude through the year

Newman et al., submitted to IcarusNewman et al., submitted to Icarus



Can we relate simulated dust accumulation to Can we relate simulated dust accumulation to 
observed surface features?observed surface features?

1.1. Formation of long term dust deposits which Formation of long term dust deposits which 
may have accumulated over several may have accumulated over several MyrsMyrs, , 
possibly with no significant removal for any possibly with no significant removal for any 
orbital configurationorbital configuration

2.2. The polar layered terrain The polar layered terrain -- buildbuild--up of up of 
layers of dusty ice, probably due to layers of dusty ice, probably due to 
changes in relative deposition rates under changes in relative deposition rates under 
different orbital conditionsdifferent orbital conditions



Can we relate simulated dust accumulation to Can we relate simulated dust accumulation to 
observed surface features?observed surface features?

1.1. Formation of long term dust deposits which Formation of long term dust deposits which 
may have accumulated over several may have accumulated over several MyrsMyrs, , 
possibly with no significant removal for any possibly with no significant removal for any 
orbital configurationorbital configuration

2. The polar layered terrain - build-up of layers of 
dusty ice, probably due to changes in relative 
deposition rates under different orbital 
conditions



Idea that low thermal Idea that low thermal 
inertia regions could be long inertia regions could be long 
term dust deposits which term dust deposits which 
formed over several formed over several MyrsMyrs, , 
with little erosion here for with little erosion here for 
all orbital configurationsall orbital configurations

Albedo - high values generally 
indicates large fraction of 
surface covered by dust (though 
less sensitive to what lies just 
beneath surface layer)

Thermal inertia - low values 
generally indicate high dust 
content (more sensitive than 
albedo to near-surface 
material) 

[Ruff and Christensen’s ‘dust cover 
index’, derived from both albedo and 
thermal inertia]

From Ruff and Christensen JGR 2003From Ruff and Christensen JGR 2003



Can we relate simulated dust accumulation to Can we relate simulated dust accumulation to 
observed surface features?observed surface features?

1. Formation of long term dust deposits which 
may have accumulated over several Myrs, 
possibly with no significant removal for any 
orbital configuration

2.2. The polar layered terrain The polar layered terrain -- buildbuild--up of up of 
layers of dusty ice, probably due to layers of dusty ice, probably due to 
changes in relative deposition rates under changes in relative deposition rates under 
different orbital conditionsdifferent orbital conditions



The polar layered terrain The polar layered terrain -- description and description and 
possible formation mechanismpossible formation mechanism

Alternating light and dark layers at both 
poles, ranging from ~10-50m in thickness 
- ~4-5km thick in N, 1-2 in S (though S 
covers greater area)

1000m

Low obliquity: Low obliquity: little atmospheric dust; H2O 
ice builds up at poles, where permanent
CO2 caps act as water sinks => largely => largely 
dustdust--freefree, high , high albedo albedo ice layer formsice layer forms

High obliquity: High obliquity: lots of atmospheric dust, 
and strong circulation reaching high 
latitudes; new H2O ice deposits at poles 
are mostly transients which resublime in 
spring => thick high dust content, lower => thick high dust content, lower 
albedo albedo layer formslayer forms

Dark layers are Dark layers are 
thought to have thought to have 
a higher dust to a higher dust to 
water ice ratio water ice ratio 
than light layersthan light layers

MOC imageMOC image



Polar deposition in different epochsPolar deposition in different epochs
Lower obliquityLower obliquity => less dusty atmosphere and narrower => less dusty atmosphere and narrower 
circulations. Both => circulations. Both => lessless polar depositionpolar deposition

Higher obliquityHigher obliquity => dustier atmosphere and broader circulation. => dustier atmosphere and broader circulation. 
Both => Both => moremore polar depositionpolar deposition

Relative deposition at either pole complicated:Relative deposition at either pole complicated:

moderatemoderate circulations: dust lifted ~summer midcirculations: dust lifted ~summer mid--latitudes is transported latitudes is transported 
strongly across equator => may find more at strongly across equator => may find more at oppositeopposite polepole

strongerstronger circulations: dust is first transported circulations: dust is first transported polewards polewards before being before being 
raised => may find more at raised => may find more at samesame polepole

Eccentricity and longitude of perihelion also vary Eccentricity and longitude of perihelion also vary –– for latter, for latter, 
dynamical influence of hemispheric dichotomy => more lifting in dynamical influence of hemispheric dichotomy => more lifting in 
south even when solar heating peaks in northern summersouth even when solar heating peaks in northern summer



North and south polar accumulation as obliquity increasesNorth and south polar accumulation as obliquity increases

Microns accumulated per year increases with obliquityMicrons accumulated per year increases with obliquity
Pole with Pole with peak accumulationpeak accumulation switches from switches from N to SN to S as obliquity is increasedas obliquity is increased

Newman et al., submitted to IcarusNewman et al., submitted to Icarus



Condensation

Snowfall

Direct 
deposition

Surface ice

Atmospheric 
transport

Adsorbate Interstitial ice Vapor diffusion

Atmosphere-
regolith 
exchange

More complex set of water processes including:More complex set of water processes including:
Exchange between atmosphere and Exchange between atmosphere and regolithregolith
Change of form (Change of form (adsorbateadsorbate, ice, vapor) within , ice, vapor) within regolithregolith
Motion within Motion within regolith regolith (diffusion)(diffusion)



Condensation

Snowfall

Direct 
deposition

Surface ice

Atmospheric 
transport

Basic water processes:Basic water processes:
CondensationCondensation
Precipitation (as snow)Precipitation (as snow)
Direct deposition on surface (as ice)Direct deposition on surface (as ice)
Transport (by advection & mixing) within the atmosphereTransport (by advection & mixing) within the atmosphere

The subsurface



Simulated water and Simulated water and surfacesurface ice at 45ice at 45°° obliquityobliquity

From Mischna et al. JGR 2003From Mischna et al. JGR 2003



Question 1 Question 1 -- why is ice increasingly stable in why is ice increasingly stable in 
tropics as obliquity increases?tropics as obliquity increases?

Ice is able to form when the partial Ice is able to form when the partial 
pressure of water vapor in the pressure of water vapor in the 
atmosphere exceeds the saturation atmosphere exceeds the saturation 
vapor pressure vapor pressure -- this becomes lower this becomes lower 
(hence less water vapor is required (hence less water vapor is required 
and it is and it is ‘‘easiereasier’’) as temperature ) as temperature 
decreases decreases 

At high obliquity, tropics have At high obliquity, tropics have 
narrower range of temperatures than narrower range of temperatures than 
poles, hence water ice which forms poles, hence water ice which forms 
at coldest times of year remains and at coldest times of year remains and 
deposits can accumulate; at poles, deposits can accumulate; at poles, 
ice formed during winter sublimes ice formed during winter sublimes 
during warm high obliquity summerduring warm high obliquity summer

Max and min temperatures in 
the tropics at high obliquity
Max and min temperatures 
at the poles at high obliquity



Condensation

Snowfall

Direct 
deposition

Surface ice

Atmospheric 
transport

Adsorbate Interstitial ice Vapor diffusion

Atmosphere-
regolith 
exchange

More complex set of water processes including:More complex set of water processes including:
Exchange between atmosphere and Exchange between atmosphere and regolithregolith
Change of form (Change of form (adsorbateadsorbate, ice, vapor) within , ice, vapor) within regolithregolith
Motion within Motion within regolith regolith (diffusion)(diffusion)



SimulatedSimulated subsurfacesubsurface ice at the current ice at the current 
obliquityobliquity

At the current 
obliquity, ice is 
best retained in 
polar regions

As ice 
sublimes, it 
either escapes 
or diffuses to 
deeper levels



SimulatedSimulated subsurfacesubsurface ice at ice at highhigh
obliquityobliquity

At high obliquity, 
ice is best retained 
in the tropics

Unlike the surface 
ice predictions, 
the variation of 
subsurface ice 
with longitude is 
consistent with 
Mars Odyssey 
observations

ANDAND



Subsurface ice predicted by GCM with regolith model

Surface ice predicted by GCM without regolith model



Odyssey Neutron Spectrometer ResultsOdyssey Neutron Spectrometer Results

% H2O by mass



Question 2 Question 2 -- why does why does surfacesurface ice form ice form 
preferentially in high thermal inertia (TI) regions but preferentially in high thermal inertia (TI) regions but 
subsurfacesubsurface ice form preferentially in low TI regions?ice form preferentially in low TI regions?

Thermal inertia = Thermal inertia = ρρccκκ; ; ρρ=density, c=specific heat capacity & =density, c=specific heat capacity & 
κκ=thermal conductivity; =thermal conductivity; most variations are due to variations in most variations are due to variations in 
κκ

High High κκ =>=> heat conducted efficiently into [out of] soil during the heat conducted efficiently into [out of] soil during the 
day [night] => soil temperatures stay close to daily averageday [night] => soil temperatures stay close to daily average

=> => ifif surfacesurface ice forms overnight in a high TI (hence ice forms overnight in a high TI (hence κκ) region, it ) region, it 
is less likely to disappear during the day, since the peak surfais less likely to disappear during the day, since the peak surface ce 
temperature reached is lower than in a low TI regiontemperature reached is lower than in a low TI region

SubsurfaceSubsurface ice forms preferentially where TI (hence ice forms preferentially where TI (hence κκ ) is low: ) is low: 
less heat from the surface penetrates down to some depthless heat from the surface penetrates down to some depth



OverviewOverview
Investigative tools and techniques

Review of the present climate
Climate variability - mechanisms and 
simulations

Paleoclimates of the past few tens of Myrs 
- the impact of Mars’s changing orbit

The climate of ancient Mars The climate of ancient Mars -- the the 
evidence and the theoriesevidence and the theories



Geological timescales on Geological timescales on 
MarsMars

1.1. Noachian: > ~3.6 Gyrs ago Noachian: > ~3.6 Gyrs ago -- the time of heavy the time of heavy 
bombardment bombardment -- Mars thought to be warm and wetMars thought to be warm and wet

2.2. Hesperian: ~2.9Hesperian: ~2.9--3.6 Gyrs ago 3.6 Gyrs ago -- resurfacing of vast resurfacing of vast 
northern areas northern areas -- Mars generally thought to be cold, Mars generally thought to be cold, 
with a thick permafrostwith a thick permafrost

3.3. Amazonian: < ~2.9 Gyrs ago Amazonian: < ~2.9 Gyrs ago -- less geological less geological 
activity activity -- Mars generally thought to remain cold and Mars generally thought to remain cold and 
dry throughoutdry throughout

Estimated using crater counts Estimated using crater counts -- idea that older surfaces have idea that older surfaces have ‘‘more more 
craterscraters’’ (though cratering rate depends on size too) and that absolute (though cratering rate depends on size too) and that absolute 
age can be calibrated by comparing to known ages of lunar surfacage can be calibrated by comparing to known ages of lunar surfaceses





‘‘FluvialFluvial’’ surface features on Mars surface features on Mars 
and other evidence of liquid waterand other evidence of liquid water

Some can be attributed to Some can be attributed to aeolian aeolian (wind(wind--driven) erosion or driven) erosion or 
volcanic flowsvolcanic flows

Some may have been produced by melting of subsurface ice on Some may have been produced by melting of subsurface ice on 
quite short timescalesquite short timescales

Some appear to require flowing water on the surfaceSome appear to require flowing water on the surface

Some suggest the presence of large bodies of standing water Some suggest the presence of large bodies of standing water --
‘‘lakes and oceanslakes and oceans’’ -- particularly in the distant past (~4Gyrs ago)particularly in the distant past (~4Gyrs ago)



Channel

‘Recent’
gullies

Valley 
network

Huge outflows from Ares Vallis 
into the northern plainsMOC and MOC and 

MOLA dataMOLA data



As mentioned above, some of these features may not have As mentioned above, some of these features may not have 
required the presence of liquid water at the surfacerequired the presence of liquid water at the surface

For example, some gullies and valleys could have been 
produced by seepage of sub-surface water or ice due to 
hydrothermal activity

And some features which probably formed by liquid water And some features which probably formed by liquid water 
on the surface may have formed under cold conditionson the surface may have formed under cold conditions

For example, due to their size and speed, the huge 
discharges of water which produced some of the outflow 
channels may have occurred at T<273K without freezing

However, some However, some ‘‘fluvialfluvial’’ features seem to be explained only features seem to be explained only 
by a warm, wet climate, and other evidence adds to this: by a warm, wet climate, and other evidence adds to this: 



Reduction in erosion rates as Reduction in erosion rates as 
evidence for an early warm, wet evidence for an early warm, wet 

MarsMars
Observations of crater erosion rates in the oldest terrain and in 
newer terrain => Mars had far higher erosion / weathering rates 
in the Noachian (> ~3.6 Gyrs ago), which decreased rapidly at 
the end of this period

The likeliest explanation by far is that the climate changed 
rapidly at this time, with the atmosphere becoming thinner and 
drier, thus greatly reducing erosion / weathering rates



Evidence of minerals probably formed in the Evidence of minerals probably formed in the 
presence of liquid water on Marspresence of liquid water on Mars

The Opportunity rover, which The Opportunity rover, which 
landed in Meridiani Planum on landed in Meridiani Planum on 
Jan 25, found evidence of hydrated Jan 25, found evidence of hydrated 
iron sulphate mineral iron sulphate mineral jarositejarosite

On Earth, jarosite  forms in dilute On Earth, jarosite  forms in dilute 
sulphuric acid in groundwater, sulphuric acid in groundwater, 
suggesting the rocks were soaked suggesting the rocks were soaked 
in waterin water

In the same rocks, high sulphur In the same rocks, high sulphur 
amounts in the form of amounts in the form of sulphate sulphate 
saltssalts also suggest formation in (or also suggest formation in (or 
long exposure to) waterlong exposure to) water

From MER web pagesFrom MER web pages



Embedded hematiteEmbedded hematite--rich spherules (rich spherules (‘‘blueberriesblueberries’’) apear to be ) apear to be 
concretions concretions -- i.e., to have been formed by the accumulation of i.e., to have been formed by the accumulation of 
minerals coming out of solution inside a porous, waterminerals coming out of solution inside a porous, water--soaked rocksoaked rock

The hematite here was in fact first observed from orbit, and The hematite here was in fact first observed from orbit, and 
motivated sending a lander to this region, because this hematitemotivated sending a lander to this region, because this hematite was was 
probably formed under warm, wet conditionsprobably formed under warm, wet conditions

From MER web pagesFrom MER web pages



‘‘VugsVugs’’ -- gaps left in rocks when gaps left in rocks when 
crystals of salt minerals, produced in crystals of salt minerals, produced in 
salty water, are removed via erosion salty water, are removed via erosion 
or by dissolving in less salty wateror by dissolving in less salty water

Other evidence for liquid water found by the MER rovers includesOther evidence for liquid water found by the MER rovers includes::

‘‘CrossbeddingCrossbedding’’ -- layers layers 
in rocks which lie at an in rocks which lie at an 
angle to the main angle to the main 
layers, and can result layers, and can result 
from the action of wind from the action of wind 
or water or water -- the scale and the scale and 
shape observed here shape observed here 
suggest a watery originsuggest a watery origin

From MER web pagesFrom MER web pages



‘‘FluvialFluvial’’ surface features on Mars and surface features on Mars and 
other evidence of liquid waterother evidence of liquid water

Some can be attributed to Some can be attributed to aeolian aeolian (wind(wind--driven) erosion or driven) erosion or 
volcanic flowsvolcanic flows

Some may have been produced by melting of subsurface ice on Some may have been produced by melting of subsurface ice on 
quite short timescalesquite short timescales

Some appear to require flowing water on the surfaceSome appear to require flowing water on the surface

Some suggest the presence of large bodies of standing water Some suggest the presence of large bodies of standing water --
‘‘lakes and oceanslakes and oceans’’ -- particularly in the distant past (~4Gyrs ago)particularly in the distant past (~4Gyrs ago)

What is required to enable liquid water to be stable, What is required to enable liquid water to be stable, 
for long periods of time, on the surface of Mars?for long periods of time, on the surface of Mars?



= 273.16 K

Maximum current surface temperature on Mars 
(~300K: dark tropical regions in summer)

Diurnal range of temperatures 
at this time and location 
(~180-300 K)

H2O phase diagram

Partial 
pressure of 
H2O must 
exceed this 
for there to be 
possibility of 
it existing as 
liquid Temperature must exceed this for there to be 

possibility of H2O existing as a liquid



Important distinction between partial pressure Important distinction between partial pressure 
of water vapor and atmospheric pressureof water vapor and atmospheric pressure

Key point: in the phase diagram, the pressure axis refers to theKey point: in the phase diagram, the pressure axis refers to the
partial pressure of water vapor, partial pressure of water vapor, notnot the atmospheric pressure!the atmospheric pressure!

The The atmospheric pressureatmospheric pressure is only relevant if you want to know whether is only relevant if you want to know whether 
liquid water will liquid water will evaporateevaporate or or boilboil as temperature increases:as temperature increases:

•• if saturation vapor pressure > atmospheric pressure, liquid if saturation vapor pressure > atmospheric pressure, liquid boilsboils
•• if atmospheric pressure > saturation vapor pressure, liquid if atmospheric pressure > saturation vapor pressure, liquid evaporatesevaporates

Boiling produces Boiling produces muchmuch faster loss of liquid water because high saturation faster loss of liquid water because high saturation 
vapor pressures allow bubbles to form against atmospheric pressuvapor pressures allow bubbles to form against atmospheric pressurere

=> transient liquid water stays longer for higher atmospheric pr=> transient liquid water stays longer for higher atmospheric pressuresessures



= 273.16 K

Maximum current surface temperature on 
Mars (~300K: dark tropical regions in summer)

Diurnal range of 
temperatures at this time 
and location (~180-300 K)

H2O phase diagram

Typical Psurf Range without boiling for this Psurf

Range with boiling for this Psurf



Is there now liquid water on MarsIs there now liquid water on Mars’’s surface?s surface?
Liquid water Liquid water can never be can never be stablestable on Mars currently on Mars currently -- the partial the partial 
pressure of vapor  is <1Pa pressure of vapor  is <1Pa -- much lower than the triple point much lower than the triple point 
pressure of 610Papressure of 610Pa

TransientTransient liquid water can exist on the surface at present, e.g. liquid water can exist on the surface at present, e.g. 
as a film above ice, but only if the temperature is between the as a film above ice, but only if the temperature is between the 
melting point of ice and boiling point of melting point of ice and boiling point of liquidliquid

BUT transient liquid water can only exist if ice is present whenBUT transient liquid water can only exist if ice is present when
temperatures are very high temperatures are very high -- exactly where youexactly where you dondon’’t expect to t expect to 
find ice!find ice!

Further, because the total Further, because the total pressurepressure on Mars is neveron Mars is never very much very much 
higher than 610Pa, the temperature range between melting and higher than 610Pa, the temperature range between melting and 
boiling boiling (rather than just evaporating)(rather than just evaporating) is usually v. smallis usually v. small (<10K(<10K))



What conditions would have been required for liquid What conditions would have been required for liquid 
water on the surface of Mars in the past?water on the surface of Mars in the past?

Higher surface Higher surface pressures allowing liquid waterpressures allowing liquid water to evaporate, not to evaporate, not 
boilboil over a wider range of temperaturesover a wider range of temperatures

Higher surface temperatures and a lower rangeHigher surface temperatures and a lower range of temperatures of temperatures 
across Mars across Mars -- currently most of Mars stays below the freezing currently most of Mars stays below the freezing 
point almost all the point almost all the timetime

Need thicker atmosphere to: Need thicker atmosphere to: 

Increase the thermal mass of the atmosphere to limitIncrease the thermal mass of the atmosphere to limit day/night day/night 
temperature differencestemperature differences
Increase mean temperatures through the greenhouse Increase mean temperatures through the greenhouse effecteffect
Increase mean pressure to increase Increase mean pressure to increase temperaturetemperature range between range between 
melting and boiling melting and boiling (rather than just evaporating)(rather than just evaporating)



Possible ways to get higher surface Possible ways to get higher surface 
temperaturestemperatures

Internal effects:Internal effects:
‘‘Greenhouse effectGreenhouse effect’’ -- absorption of thermal absorption of thermal 
radiation by atmosphereradiation by atmosphere

Cloud effects Cloud effects -- preventing thermal radiation leavingpreventing thermal radiation leaving

External effects:External effects:
Impact heating Impact heating -- sudden injection of heat from an sudden injection of heat from an 
object colliding with the planet object colliding with the planet -- this has been this has been 
proposed, but is still quite controversialproposed, but is still quite controversial



A simple model of an atmosphereA simple model of an atmosphere
Step 1 - calculate ‘effective temperature’ of planet (Teff) by equating 
incoming and outgoing radiance (must be the same if no net heating)

Total radiation absorbed 
(assuming a fraction A, 
where A=albedo, is reflected)

= (1-A) x Fs x πa2

radiation received = πa2

Total radiation emitted from 
planet (surface area = 4πa2 ) = F0 x 4πa2 

Cross-sectional 
area over which

Units are W/m2

Therefore  (1-A) x Fs x πa2  =  F0 x 4πa2, => F0 = 1/4 x (1-A) x Fs

Treating planet as a black body  ( => F0 = σ Teff
4, where σ = Stefan 

Boltzmann constant),   => Teff = [(1-A) x Fs / (4σ)]1/4



Step 2 - calculate how the surface temperature differs from the ‘effective 
temperature’ (Teff) in the presence of an atmosphere

F0 = radiation emitted by planet per unit surface area 
= mean incoming radiation per unit surface area (in equilibrium)

F0 Fa

Fa

τt x Fg

Ta

Tg

atmosphere

ground

Fg
τs x F0

By Kirchoff’s law, emissivity = 
absorptivity, which = 1 - transmissivity

Therefore atmosphere emits Fa = 
(1- τt) x σ T4 in all directions

τt = transmissivity of atmosphere for
thermal wavelengths

τs = transmissivity for solar wavelengths

Net incoming radiation = F0 - Fa - τt x Fg = 0    in equilibrium

Net radiation at the surface = τs x F0 + Fa - Fg = 0    in equilibrium
Solving gives  Fg = [(τs+1)/(τt+1)] F0



Fg = [(τs+1)/(τt+1)] F0

So if there were no atmosphere ( => τs = τt = 1 ) => Fg = F0

=> Tg = Teff

Now if we include an atmosphere which absorbs more at solar 
than at thermal wavelengths (=> τs < τt ) => Fg < F0

=> Tg > Teff

Finally, if we include an atmosphere which absorbs more at thermal 
than at solar wavelengths     (=> τs > τt ) => Fg > F0

This is the so-called ‘greenhouse effect’

=> Tg < Teff



A more complex modelA more complex model
The simple model gives the main idea, but makes huge simplifications, 
e.g. treats the atmosphere as a single (thin) layer at constant temperature

The maximum greenhouse warming (for τs=1, τt=0) was only a 21/4 times 
increase (<20%), which can’t explain the increase of >300% for Venus!

For a deep atmosphere things get harder, so for simplicity we’ll assume: 

• the atmosphere is transparent to solar radiation (τs=1)

• we can use a scaled optical depth χ* = 1.66 χ approximation      => we 
can use vertical paths (and won’t need to integrate over solid angles)

The vertical optical depth χ is defined as   χ(z) = ∫z
∞ κ(z)ρa(z) dz,   

where κ=extinction coefficient, ρa=gas density, hence is a measure of the 
absorption expected by gas in the column above a height z



-dF↑ +   F↑ =     πB
dχ*

dF↓ +   F↓ = πB
dχ*

χ*
increasing

z
increasing

Top of atmosphere

Surface

These are equations for the upward
F↑ and downward F↓ longwave fluxes 
(in W/m2) - the sign change on the 
LHS is because we are using χ* not z

πB = σ T4 (B=Planck fn)

Rate of 
change 
along path

Schwarzchild’s equation for the variation of 
radiation L along a path s:

dL   =    -κρL   +   κρJ
ds

Some background concepts

Absorption 
(proportional 
to amount of 
gas and 
radiation)

Emission 
(proportional to 
amount of gas and 
emission function, 
usually black body)

χ* = 1.66 χ(z)
= 

1.66∫z
∞κ(z)ρa(z)dz

1

2



Applying boundary conditions (e.g. incoming longwave flux = 0) and 
solving for the equilibrium case:

=>  F↑ = 1/2 F0 (2 + χ*),     F↓ = 1/2 F0χ*

So if we assume that the upward longwave flux from the ground is
that just above the ground (Fg

↑), we can estimate the ground 
temperature Tg via:

πB(Tg) = σTg
4 = F0 (1 + 1/2 χtot*)

=>     Tg = {F0 (1 + 1/2 χtot*) / σ}1/4

We can use this with observed ground temperatures to estimate the total 
atmospheric optical depth at longwave wavelengths (χtot*) for Venus, 
Earth and Mars:

=>    χtot* = 2 x {4 σ Tg
4 / [(1-A) Fs]   - 1}



Let’s see how this applies to Venus, Earth and Mars

Some important parameters are:
Venus   Earth  Mars

d = distance from  Sun (AU)     0.72      1       1.52
Fs = solar flux at planet (W/m2) = Es/d2 2643     1370   593
A = albedo                                            0.8        0.3      0.22
Teff = [(1-A) x Fs / (4σ)]1/4                                                           220        255     212
Tg = {(1-A) Fs (1 + 1/2 χtot*) / (4σ)}1/4 730        288     218

Venus χtot* = 62, Earth  χtot* = 1.25, Mars  χtot* = 0.2

χtot* = 2 x {4 σ Tg
4 / [(1-A) Fs]   - 1}

σ = 5.67e-8



1.1. COCO22 -- this is already present this is already present at the poles as ice, and there at the poles as ice, and there 
may be lots more adsorbed into the high latitude (colder)may be lots more adsorbed into the high latitude (colder)
regolithregolith

2.2. HH22O O -- this is present in larger quantities inthis is present in larger quantities in the polar ice caps the polar ice caps 
(and (and there there may be much more may be much more beneath the surface as ice or beneath the surface as ice or 
adsorbateadsorbate) ) -- will require far higher atmospheric temperatures will require far higher atmospheric temperatures 
than COthan CO22 to exist as a gasto exist as a gas

3.3. Other Other -- e.g. CHe.g. CH44, , SOSO22 -- but these both have very short but these both have very short 
chemicalchemical lifespans lifespans in the in the atmosphere. To maintain CHatmosphere. To maintain CH44 levels levels 
would probably require a biological component, and volcanic would probably require a biological component, and volcanic 
SOSO22 would rapidly dissolve and rain outwould rapidly dissolve and rain out

We therefore need to inject more We therefore need to inject more ‘‘greenhouse greenhouse 
gasesgases’’ into the atmosphere into the atmosphere -- options are:options are:



Is the greenhouse effect the only way to heat Is the greenhouse effect the only way to heat 
up Marsup Mars’’s s surface?surface?

Idea that a thick enough COIdea that a thick enough CO22 atmosphere would become atmosphere would become 
saturated at some levels and condense to form thick clouds, saturated at some levels and condense to form thick clouds, 
thus thus limitinglimiting the effectiveness of this mechanism for warming the effectiveness of this mechanism for warming 
the surface long before high enough pressures were reachedthe surface long before high enough pressures were reached

However, such clouds might also be able to warm the surface However, such clouds might also be able to warm the surface --
depending on cloud particle size, amount, location and other depending on cloud particle size, amount, location and other 
atmospheric components, scattering of thermal radiation back atmospheric components, scattering of thermal radiation back 
down by clouds may down by clouds may alsoalso warm surfacewarm surface

Would also warm Would also warm atmosphereatmosphere, tending to reduce condensation , tending to reduce condensation 
and destroy clouds, and destroy clouds, and thus be selfand thus be self--limiting limiting 

Overall effect not clear!Overall effect not clear!



UnknownsUnknowns
1.1. Amount of liquid water Amount of liquid water on the surface, when iton the surface, when it

was was present, and for howpresent, and for how longlong

2.2. How the thicker, warmer atmosphere required How the thicker, warmer atmosphere required 
was produced (how sufficient greenhouse was produced (how sufficient greenhouse 
gases got into the atmosphere)gases got into the atmosphere)

3.3. Where all of the water is nowWhere all of the water is now

4.4. What happened to the thicker atmosphereWhat happened to the thicker atmosphere



UnknownsUnknowns
1.1. Amount of liquid water which was released, Amount of liquid water which was released, 

when it was released and for how longwhen it was released and for how long

2. How the thicker, warmer atmosphere required 
was produced (how sufficient greenhouse 
gases got into the atmosphere)

3. Where all of the water is now

4. What happened to the thicker atmosphere



1.1. Based on geomorphological evidence Based on geomorphological evidence -- by e.g.:by e.g.:
estimating how much subsurface water was present to estimating how much subsurface water was present to 
produce outflow channels, & assuming same across Mars produce outflow channels, & assuming same across Mars 
estimating the amount of water needed to form estimating the amount of water needed to form ‘‘oceansoceans’’

2.2. Based on observed isotope ratios Based on observed isotope ratios -- by e.g.:by e.g.:
relating loss rates of noble gases to water loss rates using relating loss rates of noble gases to water loss rates using 
relationships for Earthrelationships for Earth
using the D/H ratio using the D/H ratio -- see later!see later!

3.3. Based on models of planetary evolution Based on models of planetary evolution -- by e.g.:by e.g.:
estimating the water contained in (and later outgassed estimating the water contained in (and later outgassed 
from) the rocks which formed Marsfrom) the rocks which formed Mars
estimating the water contributed from cometsestimating the water contributed from comets

Estimates of the amount of water available to Estimates of the amount of water available to 
the surface of Mars in the pastthe surface of Mars in the past



The The ‘‘shorelinesshorelines’’ hypothesishypothesis

From Head et al. Science 1999From Head et al. Science 1999



Estimates are given as the depth of water depth if it were Estimates are given as the depth of water depth if it were 
evenly spread over the planetevenly spread over the planet

For example, the water currently observed in the atmosphere, For example, the water currently observed in the atmosphere, 
regolith and various polar reservoirs corresponds to only ~40m regolith and various polar reservoirs corresponds to only ~40m 
at the surfaceat the surface

Estimates of the water which was available at the surface in Estimates of the water which was available at the surface in 
the past vary between a few 100m (from the current D/H ratio) the past vary between a few 100m (from the current D/H ratio) 
and several km (from assuming that certain features in the and several km (from assuming that certain features in the 
northern plains are shorelines of a massive ancient ocean)northern plains are shorelines of a massive ancient ocean)



When was liquid water present?When was liquid water present?
Was there a big early greenhouse, with warm Was there a big early greenhouse, with warm 
and wet conditions <~3.5Gyrs ago, followed by and wet conditions <~3.5Gyrs ago, followed by 
massive atmospheric loss and a rapid transition massive atmospheric loss and a rapid transition 
to todayto today’’s cold, dry conditions?s cold, dry conditions?

Was there a gradual transition to todayWas there a gradual transition to today’’s climate?s climate?

Were there episodic warm, wet periods Were there episodic warm, wet periods 
throughout Marsthroughout Mars’’s history (perhaps becoming s history (perhaps becoming 
less intense/frequent with time), with cold, dry less intense/frequent with time), with cold, dry 
periods between?periods between?



Most evidence for stable liquid water requires that it was preseMost evidence for stable liquid water requires that it was present nt 
before  ~3.6 Gyrs ago, in the Noachian:before  ~3.6 Gyrs ago, in the Noachian:

This is when most of the valley networks (possibly requiring This is when most of the valley networks (possibly requiring 
precipitation and runprecipitation and run--off) formedoff) formed

The loss of a thick atmosphere at the end of the Noachian would The loss of a thick atmosphere at the end of the Noachian would also also 
explain a sudden decline in erosion rates at that point, which wexplain a sudden decline in erosion rates at that point, which we see by: e see by: 

••the far more eroded appearance of craters in Noachian surfaces tthe far more eroded appearance of craters in Noachian surfaces than han 
in newer terrain, even accounting for age differencesin newer terrain, even accounting for age differences

••the lack of smaller craters in such regions (which have been erothe lack of smaller craters in such regions (which have been eroded ded 
completely)completely)



HoweverHowever, there is increasing evidence , there is increasing evidence 
that stable liquid water (including that stable liquid water (including 
precipitation, runprecipitation, run--off and gradual off and gradual 
production of e.g. valley networks) production of e.g. valley networks) 
was present more recently than the was present more recently than the 
Noachian (~3.6 Gyrs ago)Noachian (~3.6 Gyrs ago)

For example, the valley network to For example, the valley network to 
the right the right (see yesterday(see yesterday’’s talk!)s talk!) is is 
inconsistent with e.g. subinconsistent with e.g. sub--surface surface 
seepage due to hydrothermal activity, seepage due to hydrothermal activity, 
but lies on a surface dating from the but lies on a surface dating from the 
late Hesperian (~2.9late Hesperian (~2.9--3.4 Gyrs ago)3.4 Gyrs ago)

So some way of making/keeping Mars warm later in its history So some way of making/keeping Mars warm later in its history 
would explain this and other evidencewould explain this and other evidence

Mangold et al. Science 2004Mangold et al. Science 2004



The episodic inundation hypothesis The episodic inundation hypothesis proposesproposes that: that: 

The outflow channels formed during episodes of massive heating aThe outflow channels formed during episodes of massive heating and nd 
outgassing, which produced the necessary quantities of liquid waoutgassing, which produced the necessary quantities of liquid water but ter but 
also enough COalso enough CO22 and other gases to produce a large greenhouse effectand other gases to produce a large greenhouse effect

This allowed oceans of stable liquid water to form within the noThis allowed oceans of stable liquid water to form within the northern rthern 
plains, producing shorelines and other features associated with plains, producing shorelines and other features associated with liquid liquid 
waterwater

This means that several This means that several ‘‘warm, wetwarm, wet’’ Mars episodes would have occurred Mars episodes would have occurred 
since the Noachiansince the Noachian

But the proposed But the proposed ‘‘shorelinesshorelines’’ vary significantly in height, and much of vary significantly in height, and much of 
the other evidence can be explained by the existence of frozen othe other evidence can be explained by the existence of frozen oceans in ceans in 
these drainage regions, which donthese drainage regions, which don’’t require a climate different to todayt require a climate different to today’’ss
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UnknownsUnknowns
1. Amount of liquid water which was released, 

when it was released and for how long

2.2. How the thicker, warmer atmosphere How the thicker, warmer atmosphere 
required was produced (how sufficient required was produced (how sufficient 
greenhouse gases got into the atmosphere)greenhouse gases got into the atmosphere)

3. Where all of the water is now

4. What happened to the thicker atmosphere



How big a How big a ‘‘greenhousegreenhouse’’ effect was needed?effect was needed?
Using calculations like those shown earlier, and the known absorUsing calculations like those shown earlier, and the known absorption ption 
coefficients of COcoefficients of CO22 and other greenhouse gases, we can estimate the and other greenhouse gases, we can estimate the 
amounts required to raise the surface temperature of Mars above amounts required to raise the surface temperature of Mars above 273K273K

A further problem, however, is that the young Sun is estimated tA further problem, however, is that the young Sun is estimated to have o have 
been ~25% dimmer ~3.8Gyrs ago been ~25% dimmer ~3.8Gyrs ago -- its output has increased over timeits output has increased over time

This is known as the This is known as the ‘‘faint young Sunfaint young Sun’’ problemproblem because an even because an even biggerbigger
greenhouse effect is required to produce the greenhouse effect is required to produce the samesame surface temperatures surface temperatures 
on early Mars (>~3.6 Gyrs ago), and this is on early Mars (>~3.6 Gyrs ago), and this is justjust when a warm, wet when a warm, wet 
climate is most needed to explain the observationsclimate is most needed to explain the observations

Models typically find a COModels typically find a CO22 atmosphere of ~2atmosphere of ~2--5 bars was needed for 5 bars was needed for 
surface temperatures > 273K, allowing stable liquid water at thesurface temperatures > 273K, allowing stable liquid water at the surfacesurface
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a)a) Form in sufficient amounts to prevent enough solar Form in sufficient amounts to prevent enough solar 
radiation reaching the surface, => T=273 K could never radiation reaching the surface, => T=273 K could never 
have been reached have been reached 

b) Add to the surface heating via downward longwave b) Add to the surface heating via downward longwave 
scattering => would scattering => would increaseincrease greenhouse effectgreenhouse effect

c) Heat the atmosphere via latent heat release and radiatively, c) Heat the atmosphere via latent heat release and radiatively, 
thus be selfthus be self--limiting => ?limiting => ?

d) Possibly have minimal effect if particle sizes etc. are d) Possibly have minimal effect if particle sizes etc. are 
modeled consistently => no impactmodeled consistently => no impact

?!??!?



From Colaprete and Toon JGR 2003From Colaprete and Toon JGR 2003

a) No cloudsa) No clouds
For   2 bars of COFor   2 bars of CO22

b) Follow moist COb) Follow moist CO22
lapse rate => warmer lapse rate => warmer 
atmosphere, cooler atmosphere, cooler 
surface, and at ~1.5 bars surface, and at ~1.5 bars 
reach point where more reach point where more 
COCO22 added condenses outadded condenses out

c) Clouds which now c) Clouds which now 
warm surface via warm surface via 
longwave scattering longwave scattering --
but only if high but only if high -- same same 
clouds lower found to clouds lower found to 
cool surface (d)!cool surface (d)!



UnknownsUnknowns
1. Amount of liquid water which was released, 

when it was released and for how long

2. How the thicker, warmer atmosphere required 
was produced (how sufficient greenhouse 
gases got into the atmosphere)

3.3. Where all of the water is nowWhere all of the water is now

4. What happened to the thicker atmosphere



Some important processesSome important processes

HydroHydro--
dynamic dynamic 
escape escape --
most most 
important important 
in early in early 
NoachianNoachian

Upper atmosphere loss mechanisms Upper atmosphere loss mechanisms -- all all 
preferentially lose lighter isotopespreferentially lose lighter isotopes

Thermal Thermal 
(Jeans) (Jeans) 
escapeescape

DissoDisso--
ciative ciative 
recomrecom--
binationbination

Atmospheric Atmospheric 
sputtering sputtering --
most most 
important important 
after loss of after loss of 
magnetic magnetic 
fieldfield

Allow loss of heavy constituents, not just lightAllow loss of heavy constituents, not just light
Only light Only light 
constituents constituents 
lostlost

Impact Impact 
erosion / erosion / 
delivery delivery --
most most 
important important 
in the in the 
NoachianNoachian

Loss to the Loss to the 
surfacesurface

E.g. as E.g. as 
subsurface subsurface 
iceice



Where the water wentWhere the water went
H2O exists on Mars today as surface ice (mostly at the poles) or as 
subsurface ice / hydrated minerals (seen by Mars Odyssey)

Water has also been lost to space via the processes just shown:
• impact erosion, which does not affect isotope ratios, would probably have 
dominated early on (in the Noachian)
• sputtering, which does affect isotope ratios (as do other upper atmosphere 
loss processes), would probably have been important after the magnetic field 
shut down (~ the end of the Noachian)

The D/H ratio on Mars today is ~5 x that on Earth, and depends on:
•the initial D/H ratio on Mars
•the relative amounts of each isotope reaching the upper atmosphere
•the relative loss rates of each isotope (depending on e.g. the efficiency of the 
escape process and time for diffusive separation)

Recent estimates based on this suggest that over two thirds of Mars’s 
water inventory have been lost to space



Odyssey Neutron Spectrometer ResultsOdyssey Neutron Spectrometer Results

% H2O by mass



Odyssey Neutron Spectrometer ResultsOdyssey Neutron Spectrometer Results



UnknownsUnknowns
1. Amount of liquid water which was released, 

when it was released and for how long

2. How the thicker, warmer atmosphere required 
was produced (how sufficient greenhouse 
gases got into the atmosphere)

3. Where all of the water is now

4.4. What happened to the thicker atmosphereWhat happened to the thicker atmosphere



Where the greenhouse gases wentWhere the greenhouse gases went
Harder than explaining where the water went is explaining where Harder than explaining where the water went is explaining where the the 
thicker atmosphere required to raise Marsthicker atmosphere required to raise Mars’’s surface temperature has gones surface temperature has gone

CO2 probably formed most of it, so substantial amounts should still be 
present somewhere on Mars

Some lost to space via impact erosion (more so earlier on), atmospheric 
sputtering (since magnetic field turned off) or dissociative recombination

The polar caps hold some, and perhaps 0.3 bar is held in the regolith as 
adsorbate, while CO2 ice in the regolith is unlikely

If liquid water existed on the surface below a COIf liquid water existed on the surface below a CO2 2 atmosphere, there atmosphere, there 
should have been significant aqueous production of carbonates should have been significant aqueous production of carbonates -- yet yet 
observations observations to dateto date only appear to account for a small fractiononly appear to account for a small fraction



Some important processesSome important processes

HydroHydro--
dynamic dynamic 
escape escape --
most most 
important important 
in early in early 
NoachianNoachian

Upper atmosphere loss mechanisms Upper atmosphere loss mechanisms -- all all 
preferentially lose lighter isotopespreferentially lose lighter isotopes

Thermal Thermal 
(Jeans) (Jeans) 
escapeescape

DissoDisso--
ciative ciative 
recomrecom--
binationbination

Atmospheric Atmospheric 
sputtering sputtering --
most most 
important important 
after loss of after loss of 
magnetic magnetic 
fieldfield

Allow loss of heavy constituents, not just lightAllow loss of heavy constituents, not just light
Only light Only light 
constituents constituents 
lostlost

Impact Impact 
erosion / erosion / 
delivery delivery --
most most 
important important 
in the in the 
NoachianNoachian

Loss to the Loss to the 
surfacesurface

E.g. by E.g. by 
carbonate carbonate 
formationformation



In the presence of liquid water CO2 will dissolve to form carbonic 
acid, which will then react with the surface (chemical weathering)

Overall reactions are of the type:

CO2 + CaSiO3 = CaCO3 + SiO2,

with quantities of carbonates such as calcite (CaCO3), siderite 
(FeCO3) and magnesite (MgCO3) being produced in this way - if if 
none are detected, this suggests more COnone are detected, this suggests more CO22 is lost to space than to the is lost to space than to the 
surfacesurface

NB NB -- the weathering lifetime of a massive COthe weathering lifetime of a massive CO2 2 atmosphere is expected atmosphere is expected 
to be so short that some recycling mechanism would be needed to to be so short that some recycling mechanism would be needed to 
sustain it, e.g. thermal decomposition by volcanismsustain it, e.g. thermal decomposition by volcanism

Loss to the surfaceLoss to the surface



Carbonate detection (just) on MarsCarbonate detection (just) on Mars

••Expect to detect carbonates formed via aqueous weathering if Expect to detect carbonates formed via aqueous weathering if 
formed in presence of large bodies of waterformed in presence of large bodies of water

••COCO22 also lost via dissociation and loss to also lost via dissociation and loss to spacespace
••COCO22 also stored asalso stored as adsorbateadsorbate inin regolith regolith and as iceand as ice

But note high detection limit!But note high detection limit!



The timing is also important:The timing is also important:

•• lose the atmosphere too early (via impact erosion before lose the atmosphere too early (via impact erosion before 
the end of the Noachian) and there may not be enough for a the end of the Noachian) and there may not be enough for a 
warm, wet Mars to be maintained as long as necessarywarm, wet Mars to be maintained as long as necessary

•• lose the atmosphere too late, and itlose the atmosphere too late, and it’’s hard to get rid of it s hard to get rid of it 
all by the present day, certainly not without forming even all by the present day, certainly not without forming even 
moremore carbonates yet to be detectedcarbonates yet to be detected



Summary 1 Summary 1 -- the present climatethe present climate
The current Martian climate is most variable in southern The current Martian climate is most variable in southern 
spring/summer, when dust levels vary mostspring/summer, when dust levels vary most

The source of dust storm variability is probably intrinsic The source of dust storm variability is probably intrinsic 
atmospheric variability, which has a big impact for thresholdatmospheric variability, which has a big impact for threshold--
sensitive wind stress lifting with strong positive feedbacks, ansensitive wind stress lifting with strong positive feedbacks, and d 
rearrangement of surface dust depositsrearrangement of surface dust deposits

Variability in the present water cycle is mostly due to changes Variability in the present water cycle is mostly due to changes 
in temperature, circulation and availability of condensation in temperature, circulation and availability of condensation 
nuclei (for ice formation) due to changes in dust distributionnuclei (for ice formation) due to changes in dust distribution

There may be also be variability in the water cycle if the There may be also be variability in the water cycle if the 
permanent COpermanent CO22 south polar cap (which generally acts as a cold south polar cap (which generally acts as a cold 
sink) disappears in some years sink) disappears in some years 



As obliquity decreases, weaker circulations and wind As obliquity decreases, weaker circulations and wind 
stress lifting are produced, but dust devil lifting is less stress lifting are produced, but dust devil lifting is less 
affected, and polar dust deposition rates may even affected, and polar dust deposition rates may even 
increase slightly between 25 and 15 degreesincrease slightly between 25 and 15 degrees

COCO22 residual caps form at both poles (which have residual caps form at both poles (which have 
lower maximum annual temperatures), and for the lower maximum annual temperatures), and for the 
lowest obliquities become rapidly thicker than at lowest obliquities become rapidly thicker than at 
present, causing a decrease in atmospheric pressurepresent, causing a decrease in atmospheric pressure

Summary 2a Summary 2a -- climate change due to climate change due to 
orbital variations orbital variations -- lowlow obliquityobliquity



As obliquity increases, stronger circulations and dust storms As obliquity increases, stronger circulations and dust storms 
are produced, and polar dust deposition rates are largerare produced, and polar dust deposition rates are larger

No permanent CONo permanent CO22 caps exist, but atmospheric pressure caps exist, but atmospheric pressure 
probably does not increase probably does not increase -- huge seasonal caps form at the huge seasonal caps form at the 
winter pole, and even if COwinter pole, and even if CO22 desorbs from the warmer high desorbs from the warmer high 
latitude regolith, more is adsorbed at lower latitudeslatitude regolith, more is adsorbed at lower latitudes

Water ice becomes stable at low latitudes, where the maximum Water ice becomes stable at low latitudes, where the maximum 
temperatures reached in summer are now lower than at the temperatures reached in summer are now lower than at the 
poles (so ice formed at the coldest times is lost less rapidly)poles (so ice formed at the coldest times is lost less rapidly)

Surface [Surface [subsub--surfacesurface] ice accumulates preferentially in high ] ice accumulates preferentially in high 
[[lowlow] thermal inertia regions] thermal inertia regions

Summary 2b Summary 2b -- climate change due to climate change due to 
orbital variations orbital variations -- highhigh obliquityobliquity



Evidence suggests at least some period (most likely Evidence suggests at least some period (most likely 
during the Noachian to early Hesperian, > ~3.7 Gyrs during the Noachian to early Hesperian, > ~3.7 Gyrs 
ago) when liquid water was ago) when liquid water was stablestable on Marson Mars’’s surfaces surface

This requires a warmer mean surface temperature (> This requires a warmer mean surface temperature (> 
273K) than today, which probably required a much 273K) than today, which probably required a much 
thicker atmosphere to create a strong enough thicker atmosphere to create a strong enough 
‘‘greenhouse effectgreenhouse effect’’ (particularly as the Sun is thought (particularly as the Sun is thought 
to have been ~25% fainter then)to have been ~25% fainter then)

COCO22 outgassed during early strong volcanism is the outgassed during early strong volcanism is the 
main contender, with an estimated 2main contender, with an estimated 2--5 bars being 5 bars being 
requiredrequired

Summary 3 Summary 3 -- the climate of early Marsthe climate of early Mars



Later evidence of stable, liquid water conditions seems to Later evidence of stable, liquid water conditions seems to 
suggest episodic warmer, wetter conditions more recently in suggest episodic warmer, wetter conditions more recently in 
MarsMars’’s past, with recycling of COs past, with recycling of CO22 between the surface and between the surface and 
atmosphere to go from atmosphere to go from ‘‘cold and drycold and dry’’ to to ‘‘cool and wetcool and wet’’, though , though 
much of the evidence can also be explained in other waysmuch of the evidence can also be explained in other ways

But even ignoring this, there is a major problem in explaining But even ignoring this, there is a major problem in explaining 
any any ‘‘warm, wetwarm, wet’’ period period -- while it seems possible to get rid of the while it seems possible to get rid of the 
water which was present, it is hard to get rid of the amount of water which was present, it is hard to get rid of the amount of 
COCO22 required required -- much of it could (and should) have been placed much of it could (and should) have been placed 
in the surface via chemical weathering, but we have not in the surface via chemical weathering, but we have not 
detected enough (as yet?)detected enough (as yet?)

Summary 3 Summary 3 -- the climate of early Mars the climate of early Mars 
(continued)(continued)
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